**Classes**

These classes are all taught in English. This « UE libre » aims at offering a vast cultural panorama about the Auvergne Region to all foreign students registered (for at least one course) at the Service Commun des Langues Vivantes (SCLV) in association with the International Relations department. Each module will be proposed during the first (S1) and the second semester (S2). Classes will be the same at the first and second semester. Each group of students will follow 4 modules of 6 hours each: a total 24 hours per semester which represents 3 ECTS.

Tuesday from 5.15pm to 7.15pm. Trips will be organised directly by your instructors!

**First group (maximum 24 students)**

A \ The local cultural scene  
Instructor : Miranda DICKENSON, Service Commun des Langues Vivantes

B \ Mammoths, volcanoes and thousands of years of history  
Instructor: Frederick SURMELY, History of Art department

C \ An insight into some regional brands, Thiers: a history of knife craftsmanship and Michelin : a company in Clermont’s DNA  
Instructor: Gilmour FONTAINE, Service Commun des Langues Vivantes

D \ Volcanic Auvergne and Clermont-Ferrand a City on a volcano  
Instructor: Benjamin VAN WYK DE VRIES, Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Department of Geology

**Second group (maximum 24 students)**

E \ Justice and Law in Auvergne  
Instructor : Christine BERTRAND, School of Law

F \ Sport in Auvergne  
Instructor: Gécelle BERNARD, International Office

G \ Community life and Associations: organizing local events  
Instructor: Christophe AURINE, English Department

H \ Tourism  
Instructor: Catherine MORGAN-PROUX, Culture Department

**Evaluation** « carnets de voyages »

**Registration, contacts and information**

Ms Rocio PRADO, SCLV Director, is in charge of that U.E  
Olivier KAJFASZ : olivier.kajfasz@uca.fr

**Students are invited to register from now to the deadline on Thursday, September 6 during the “Welcome Day”, in principle on a first-come, first-served basis. Then, each student will have to confirm his/her registration to Mr KAJFASZ at the Service Commun des Langues Vivantes (SCLV)**

**First class will be on Tuesday, September 18 from 5.15 to 7.15, salle Cervantes**